
To begin thinking about the balance in your life, filling out the balance wheel will help give 
perspective. On a scale of 0 to 10, rate each of the areas of your life shown around the 
wheel, with 0 being the least satisfying, and 10 being the most satisfying. Be as honest as 
you possibly can. Then place a dot at the number that corresponds with your score and then 
connect the dots all the way around the wheel.

The main idea behind the balance wheel is this: If your life was a wheel like the tires on your 
car, how smoothly would it roll? Would you have flat spots that might not roll at all, or would it roll 
e�ortlessly due to a lack of dips and flat areas? By the way, although a bigger wheel (resulting 
from higher scores) might be appealing, just remember, a small round wheel will roll far more 
smoothly than a large flat one.

So, if you’ve identified your flat areas, where do you start in the process of balancing your 
wheel? I’d suggest beginning working on the lowest three areas (even at the expense of those 
with the highest scores, which might temporarily lower slightly as a result).

Once you have achieved greater balance, you can then attempt to continue raising them all 
to keep from becoming complacent and dissatisfied with your life once you adjust to your 
new scores. However, it’s important to note that no one can ever get a perfect work/life 
balance. The goal is to simply smooth things out and change your priorities accordingly.  
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It started as a simple memory that scrolled across my newsfeed from several years ago. One of my 
mentors, Rita Davenport (author of Laugh Your Way to Success), my husband, Thomas, and I 
trained at a leadership event where Tony Robbins was a speaker. While the three of us were in the 
audience watching Tony, Rita started laughing so hard she had to sit down.
 
“What’s happening?!” I asked her.

Turns out she’d never seen Tony speak in person. “This is what they pay him all this money for? To 
have everyone hit sticks and jump up and down?” She just couldn’t stop laughing.
 
When it was Rita’s turn to take the stage, in her usual southern, humorous drawl, she said, “What are 
you all doing jumping up and down hitting sticks together? Didn’t y’all’s parents teach you to 
behave?” The audience roared in laughter.
“And what’s all this walking-on-fire nonsense?” Even more laughter (and a few cackles).
Then, in her perfect timing, she simply looked up to the heavens, paused, then pointed up and said, “I 
want you to know that my mentor walks on water.” 
And that’s when it happened. In a split second, from a simple social media memory, Holy Spirit 
downloaded the message I am about to share with you in the following pages. Until that moment, 
writing a book was the furthest thought from my mind. While I’ve contributed to articles, written 
collaborations, and featured in many books and publications, I never thought that writing a book 
would be in the cards for me. 
After stumbling upon the social media memory, I immediately called Rita to ask her where the “my 
mentor walks on water” statement came from. To my knowledge, she had never used that phrase 
before, and I had been friends with her for decades! She told me that she had no idea where it came 
from and that she never said it again. She then encouraged me to follow God’s prompting for this 
message to be written.
God made it very clear to me that this was not going to be a watered-down, lukewarm approach to 
mentorship but rather a radical encounter with Biblical truth that has stood the test of time, yet very 
few participate in.
For some time, I’ve been noticing a surge in people seeking direction and guidance in this crazy 
world. With the onset of the Internet and a growing disillusionment with institutional religion, most 
people dismiss Jesus as simply a good person, a teacher, or even a fable. So many people walk around 
confused, questioning the validity of the idea that Jesus is anything more than a character created by 
religion. Our culture glorifies selfies, personal image, and celebrity status, while social media, televi-
sion shows, and movies are hyper-focused on murder, the occult, demons, and putting religion in a 
bad light. As a result, people turn to the self-help industry to find guidance. There’s a concerted 
e�ort to diminish or erase Jesus in every aspect of one’s culture—to the point that even people who 
have grown up in a family that went to church every Sunday have become confused and disillu-
sioned.
My intention for this book is to clear the fog of confusion; to give you a clear picture of the truth. 


